
Celebrity  Vacation:  Jason
Momoa  &  Lisa  Bonet  Explore
Italy  After  Zoe  Kravitz
Wedding

By Katie Sotack

It’s a family vacation for celebrity couple Jason Momoa and
Lisa Bonet. UsMagazine.com reports that the pair brought their
son and daughter along to Italy following Bonet’s daughter,
Zoe Kravitz’s nuptials at her father Lenny Kravtiz’s house in
Paris. Taking the quick ride from Paris to Italy made sense,
as the two are not currently filming and their children are
out of school for the summer. The couple was spotted ordering
gelato at a local restaurant, winning at fashion game with
mixed patterns and bold sun shades.

This  pair  is  on  a  celebrity
vacation  in  Italy.  What  are  some
benefits  to  traveling  with  your
partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Romantic  getaway  you  say?  It  sounds  appealing  to  two
lovebirds, and it’s beneficial as well. Here are the pros to
vacationing with your partner:

1. Reconnect: Whether the two of you are vacationing alone or
with family, this is a chance to reconnect without the added
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pressure of everyday life. Traveling alone will allow you to
just focus on each other, and traveling with kids will put
your family in the forefront of your mind.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Kourtney  Kardashian  &  Scott
Disick Vacation in Costa Rica Without Sofia Richie

2. Security: Another positive aspect to traveling with your
significant other is the security that they provide. Exploring
a  new  area  by  yourself  can  seem  overwhelming  and  vaguely
dangerous. Having your S.O. by your side like a warm security
blanket will remind you of the comforts of home while you’re
out living it up.

Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Nick Jonas & Priyanka Chopra
Vacation in Miami with Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner

3. Excitement: Work, family, bed. It’s not a bad life, but
it’s certainly a repetitive one. Spice up your romance by
traveling  with  your  partner.  The  new  atmosphere  and
experiences will give you two plenty to talk about. Not to
mention,  once  the  vacation’s  over,  you’ll  have  lots  to
reminisce about.

What are some vacation destinations you’d recommend for a
romantic getaway? Share in the comments below!
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